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The starship Enterprise has a new five-year mission: to bold-
ly go and raise money to help a quirky museum live long
and prosper. The Hollywood Science Fiction Museum

recently took possession of life-sized wax figures of all seven
crew members from the original "Star Trek" TV series, including
Capt. Kirk. The figures and a replica of the Enterprise bridge had
spent a decade in storage. "This is kind of a holy grail of Trek fan-
dom," museum founder Huston Huddleston said in an online
museum video. The figures were crafted for the Movieland Wax
Museum, a Buena Park tourist attraction.  Around 10 years ago,
the defunct museum auctioned off its contents, including the
figures that had drawn generations of Trekkies. "As far as anyone
knew, it was lost," Huddleston said Wednesday of the Trek
tableau. "It was either in a rich person's house and never seen
again, or it was destroyed...nobody knew." In fact, the intrepid
crew had been rescued.

Hatching a plan 
At the museum auction, Steve and Lori Greenthal ponied up

$40,000 for Kirk, Spock, Sulu, Uhura, Dr. "Bones" McCoy, Chekov
and Engineer Scott. They wanted to keep the set from being
broken up. "We took them home and put them in our dining
room," Lori told the Orange County Register. Steve didn't like the
way their life-like eyes stared. "We put paper bags over their
heads," he said.

Steve called a buddy, Chris Liebl of Anaheim, and they
hatched a plan to make money from the figures. Liebl offered to
pay half the purchase price and together they spent another
$40,000 building a 20-by-30-foot mockup of the Enterprise
bridge, complete with sounds effects from the TV show. They
took the set to Las Vegas for a 40th Star Trek anniversary gather-
ing and sold about 800 photographs of people posing with the
figures. George Takei, who played Sulu, and Nichelle Nichols,

who portrayed Uhuru, even stopped by to pose with their alter
egos. But the venture didn't make money and the setup was
cumbersome. So the figures eventually were dismantled and the
wax heads and hands placed in cold storage. The bridge set was
stored in a hangar at the Fullerton airport. However, the airport
now needs the hangar for other things. Three months ago, the
owners donated the set and its wax crew to the museum. On a
recent weekend, they held a party to say goodbye.

"I've been on an emotional roller coaster," Lori Greenthal told
the Register. "I'm happy they're going to be together and on dis-
play. It brings such joy to so many people." The museum held a
successful Kickstarter campaign to pay for about $14,000 to cov-
er the expected costs of restoring the figures. "Most of them are
great shape," Huddleston said. "The only damage is their hair
was messed up over the years and also 30 years of really harsh
light on them had made their paint fade off."

Spock's figure already has been restored. Among other
things, that meant removing a "terrible, tacky wig" that some-
one had stuck on top of the figure's original hair, which was
composed of individual strands painstakingly punched into the
wax, Huddleston said. The nonprofit museum, which has no per-
manent home, plans to take the figures on a five-year North
American tour beginning later this year in Los Angeles,
Huddleston said. The tour will help raise money to give the
museum a home in North Hollywood. Meanwhile, the Spock
and McCoy figures will be introduced at the Wondercon conven-
tion in Anaheim that begins Friday, Huddleston said. Huddleston
called the figures "true pieces of art." "I'm living a nerd's dream,"
he said. — AP 

‘Star Trek' wax figures gets a  new mission: helping museum

Steve Greenthal places the wax head of Star Trek character Sulu on its
body.

In this Saturday, March 25, 2017 photo, Steve Greenthal adjusts the
wax head of Star Trek character Uhura on its body next to a figure of
Captain Kirk at the Fullerton Airport in Fullerton, Calif. — AP photos 

Steve Greenthal, left, and Chris Liebl work to set up their Star Trek wax figures in a
hangar.

For Crowell, music 
is a commitment that 
deepened with time

Rodney Crowell's tender lyrics about a woman with "hair
two shades of foxtail red" in a song that features ex-wife
Rosanne Cash makes it an easy leap to assume that he's

singing about her. It's not like the thought didn't cross her
mind. "If I'm totally honest," she said. "Yeah, a little bit." But
Crowell, whose new album "Close Ties" is sure to be one of the
year's cornerstone releases in the Americana genre, insists he
had others in mind while writing "It Ain't Over Yet." He was
thinking about old friends Susanna and Guy Clark, who both
died in recent years.

That's fortunate, since he sings: "Takes the right kind of
woman to help you put it all in place. It only happened once in
my life, but man you should have seen." It might have made for
awkward dinner conversation with Crowell's current wife,
Claudia Church. "Rosanne was a wonderful period in my life,"
Crowell said, "but the 'one' woman is the one I'm with now."

Susanna Clark was a straight-talking muse for many aspiring
Nashville songwriters in the 1970s who figured if she liked one
of their songs, they must be on to something, Crowell explained.
Crowell understands why people might think he was talking
about Cash, who appears on record with her for only the second
time since their 12-year marriage broke up in 1992 (he sang
backup on a song on her most recent album). They were once
country music's First Couple, taking turns at the top of the
charts, and for both their artistry has deepened as the spotlight
moved on. They're both also of the school that appreciate listen-
ers who can take their own meanings from songs.

'Forgive me for who I was then'
Another song on "Close Ties," out Friday, was actually written

with Cash in mind. More specifically, "Forgive Me Annabelle" is
about Crowell's own actions during their breakup. After an
inevitably bitter period, they're friends now. "I passed through a
period where I simply did not like myself," Crowell said. "If you
don't like yourself, you're not liking anybody else. You're pretty
miserable. And that's what the narrator is apologizing for. It's
saying, 'Forgive me for who I was then.' But, of course, I was
already forgiven."

Crowell recalls pawing through some albums at home and
coming upon his own "Diamonds and Dirt" from 1988, which
yielded five No. 1 country singles. He and his wife laughed at the
mullet-haired guy on the cover. "I wanted to be like Dwight
Yoakam," he said. "He definitely owned 'cool' at that moment."

He's fueled by a "look back with bemusement" attitude now.
After taking five years off at the turn of the century, Crowell
returned as a focused writer, digging deep into his heart and
leaving few wasted words. He learned to take his art more seri-
ously than himself. In "I Don't Care Anymore" he sings: "All those
party dolls and favors that I savored from day one add up to next
to nothing after all is said and done."

The funny "Nashville 1972" recalls his first meeting, at age 22,
with Willie Nelson. At a party, of course. "There was hippies and
reefer and God knows what all, I was drinking pretty hard," he
sings. "I played him this shitty song I wrote and puked out in the
yard." Like most people his age, 66, Crowell is affected by loved
ones lost - the Clarks, Townes Van Zandt, Leonard Cohen - and
it's reflected in his music. He's also recently rewritten some of his
old songs, notably "Shame on the Moon," a 1982 hit for Bob
Seger, where he wanted another crack at a verse he didn't like.

"He's actually writing the best songs of his life after 45 years,
or however long it is," Cash said. "His level of commitment has
deepened, and as his level of commitment has deepened, his
songs have gotten better. That's very inspiring. He's not a dilet-
tante. He's not just out there showing up at the next gig. He's
completely devoted to his work and his songwriting and it
shows. "As Leonard Cohen said, he's completely employed in the
tower of song." — AP 

20th Century Fox opened day four of CinemaCon on
Thursday with stunning new footage from "Alien:
Covenant," some CGI apes and a singalong with

Australian showman Hugh Jackman.  The studio has a deserved
reputation for razzmatazz at the annual Las Vegas gathering,
and opened this year with an illuminated dance troupe high
kicking in the dark to a remix of "There's No Business Like Show
Business." The presentation was book-ended by big Broadway
moments, with "Logan" star Jackman coming onstage to intro-
duce footage from his P.T. Barnum biopic "The Greatest
Showman" as a chorus of singers took to the stage at Caesar's
Palace and balloons fell from the ceiling. Hollywood's biggest
studios decamp to Sin City for four days every spring, providing
news and footage from their upcoming movies to the theater
operators who will be showing them.

Despite the bells and whistles, Fox's presentation was less
star-studded than many of the studios' shows, and there was no
word on the progress of James Cameron's now fabled "Avatar"
sequels. But there was a crowd-pleasing start to the show with
an appearance from Amy Schumer and Goldie Hawn, who star
in kidnap comedy "Snatched."  "Goldie Hawn is up here! She is
such an inspiration to me. I love the way you live," Schumer
enthused, noting that her co-star used to be a dancer in Vegas.
There were presentations for comedy reboot "Diary Of A Wimpy
Kid: The Long Haul" and survival drama "The Mountain Between
Us," starring Idris Elba and Kate Winslet. Then it was onto the
main event, with an extended look at "War For The Planet Of The
Apes," the third installment in the rebooted series. 

Spectacular 
The spectacular CGI-laden footage followed Caesar, mo-

capped by Andy Serkis, and his heavily armed fellow apes as

they chase a new character on horseback through a snowy for-
est. Fox debuted footage from spy comedy sequel "Kingsman:
The Golden Circle," "Red Sparrow," another spy movie starring
Jennifer Lawrence and Kenneth Branagh's "Murder On The
Orient Express."

And then came the moment much of the crowd had been
waiting for, as Ridley Scott appeared on the giant screen to
deliver a pre-recorded message introducing "Alien: Covenant."
"What you're about to see is a small window into the hell that
awaits our characters as they arrive at a strange new world,"
Scott said, expressing in strong language his hope that the
footage would cause audience members to lose control of their
bowel movements.

"Alien: Covenant," due out on May 19, is the follow-up to
"Prometheus" in the "Alien" prequel trilogy, and the sixth film
overall in the series. A trailer appeared to show Michael
Fassbender's android David having turned against humanity,
and hinted that he may even have created the titular alien
himself.

"The gods have rejected mankind as weak, cruel and filled
with greed," he says in a voiceover as we see him unleash a large
swarm of lotus-like bombs on a civilization of humanoids-possi-
bly the Engineers from "Prometheus."  "They are a dying species,
grasping for resurrection... But their power is an illusion. They
don't deserve to start again and I'm not going to let them." The
human scientists are then seen screaming as they flee a space-
ship drenched in blood and a variety of creatures, including the
iconic xenomorph. — AFP 

Anthony Perkins'
son follows in father's

horror footsteps

Some might say the horror genre is in Oz Perkins'
genes. The actor, whose father Anthony Perkins
starred in "Psycho," is making his directorial debut this

spring with the psychological thriller "The Blackcoat's
Daughter." He said he was inspired by the classic film
"Rosemary's Baby."

"That's a very glamorous movie where a lot of the ten-
sion is paid to silence and color and texture and glamour,
look, beauty, frailty. And so keeping with those sort of con-
cepts and those feelings, those vibes, I set out to just sort of
to make something like that that was going to be sort of a
sad movie disguised as a horror movie," he said. Perkins also
wrote the film, which stars Lucy Boynton, Emma Roberts
and Kiernan Shipka, of "Mad Men." Shipka said she jumped
at the chance to be a part of the female-led project.

"I think I've been super lucky to fall into projects even
like this that have really strong, interesting, cool, and creepy
female leads," she said. "The Blackcoat's Daughter " follows
two teens who are terrorized by dark, supernatural forces
during winter break at their boarding school. "I've always
been really terrible with horror films," Boynton said. "I scare
really easily and can't stand all the violence and gore. So it
was so exciting reading a script that had all of those horrific
elements to it, but was so much more about the characters'
experience. So it's much more a film that's about grief and
loss that uses horror as a kind a vehicle to drive that. So you
kind of get the best of both worlds, doing a really beautiful
film while also having all the blood and guts that you need."
Perkins said he's often working through his relationship
with his famous father. Anthony Perkins died in 1992 when
his son was not yet 20. "There's a knot there which I think is
obviously common for a lot of people, especially people
whose parents die when they're young. There's a quality of
like, 'Oh the person is gone.' That's when finding out about
them starts," he said. "The Blackcoat's Daughter" opens in
US theaters and On Demand on Friday. —  AP 

Already one of the biggest names in Latin music,
Colombian pop star Maluma is hoping to cross over to
a wider audience with an upcoming album of Spanish

and English music.  Maluma, the 23-year-old singer from
Medellin, Colombia, has already collaborated with some of
Latin music's most successful cross over talents, such as
Shakira and Ricky Martin.  "I'm trying to find the balance and
do like, 'Spanglish' music or some songs in Spanish and others
in English or do a translation," Maluma told Reuters at the end
of his US tour in Los Angeles. 

Maluma's second album, "Pretty Boy, Dirty Boy," was
released in 2015 and became his breakout record, with hit sin-
gles "Borro Cassette" and "Sin Contrato." So far, his native
Spanish has already garnered him a legion of fans on social
media. Maluma, whose real name is Juan Luis Londono Arias,
is the most-followed Latin male artist on Instagram with more

than 22 millions fans. "That connection that I have with my
fans is really special and every time when I have moments,
when I have free time, the only thing that I think about is what
I'm going to post, what I'm going to say to my fans," he said.  "I
think that's the key to being a success right now," he added.

It was Maluma's social media presence that brought him to
the attention of pop star Selena Gomez, whom Maluma invit-
ed to collaborate on a new song.  "I found out that she was fol-
lowing me and I tried to be in touch with her to make some
music but we can't do it ... maybe because she's a busy girl
and me too, I'm a really busy man, and maybe next time we
can do something," he said.  

Maluma's world tour next takes him to Mexico, Brazil and
Argentina. "I have a lot of surprises in store," Maluma teased of
his upcoming shows, although he remained tight-lipped
about whether any special guest stars might join him on

stage. "I like to prepare each tour in a different way. Now that
I'm heading to Mexico, I'm preparing something special for my
fans in Mexico." — Reuters 

This cover image released by New West Records shows
"Close Ties," by Rodney Crowell. — AP 

Fox serves up apes and
aliens at CinemaCon

Dancers perform at CinemaCon 2017 20th Century Fox Invites You to a Special Presentation Highlighting Its Future
Release Schedule at The Colosseum at Caesars Palace during CinemaCon. — AFP 

Actress Lucy Boynton, left, director Osgood Perkins,
actress Kiernan Shipka and actress Emma Roberts
attend a special screening of "The Blackcoat's
Daughter", hosted by A24 and DirecTV, at Landmark
Sunshine Cinema on Wednesday, March 22, 2017, in
New York. — AP 

Latin singer Maluma eyes English music crossover 

Maluma


